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HCA Cave Talk
NATIONAL

BARBARA MUNSON, Coordinator

CAVES ASSOCIATION

Route 9, Box 106
McMinnville, TN 37110
(615) 668-)925

June 18, 1987
INSURANCE

SURVEY

ARE YOU COKING

Insurance Survey Committee Chairman Harrison Terk reports we
have now received reports from 35 NeA member caves.
Some reports
were more comprehensive
than others, but all will be useful to
the survey.
Please do continue to forward any additional information
you receive from your carrier or agent to the NCA office.

TO TENNESSEE?
Details of the 1987 NCA Convention in Middle Tennessee
are being completed and will be mailed to you later in the summer.
We are looking forward to seeing each of you at the Convention
October 6 - 8.

CAVES AND CAVERNS

VIDEO
The CAVES AND CAVERNS video is proving to be popular.
Several caves are using the 12 minute tape in conjunction with
their orientation shows, and others are making the tape part
of their school group programs.
Joni Hamari, at LAKE SHASTA
CAVERNS provides a transcript of the tape, along with lesson
plans and tests (with keys) to the teachers borrowing the tape.
They's also developed a glossy brochure/reservation
form for
reserving the tape and for arranging field trips to the Caverns.
The CAVES AND CAVERNS VHS viedotape is available from the NCA
office for purchase - $25.00 postpaid.

NEW ARRIVAL .••.••. Katherine Ann Richards was born to Jim and Sheryl on Saturday,
May 9th, just in time for Mother's Day.
All are doing well and
will bw moving back to Indiana the middle of June.
CAVES

FOR SALE ••.. ZANE CAVERNS, Bellefontaine,
Ohio.
Contact Sally or Casey Mann,
7092 State Route 540, Bellefontaine,
Ohio 43311, (513) 592-0891
for details.
WONDERLAND CAVE, near Bentonville, Arkansas.
Contact
George, 1319 Fitch Way, Sacramento, California 95864,

Charity
(916) 484-7524.

OPENING •.•.....•.• LINCOLN CAVERNS' new Visitor C~nter formally opened the weekend
of May 15-16.
Free tours were offered all weekend - the guides
volunteered their time for free, accepting only tips.
Over 900
people visited the cave over the two-day weekend. A big front
page writeup with pictures
related the interesting history of the Caverns and mentioned
Manager Ann Dunlavy Mo1osky is the third generation to be operating
LINCOLN CAVERNS.
CHANGE ......••.•.. David Cale has purchased his partner's interest in LAUREL CAVERNS
and is now sole owner.
1987 projects include a new Trackless
Tram, a newly remodeled gift shop, and the addition of a candle
path ~o the Guided Tour.
HONOR~ ..•••••••••• Ron Kerbor a Park Ranger at CARLSBAD CAVERNS, has been selected
as the winner of the annual IlFreeman Tilden Interpreter of the
Year Award" for the Southwest Region.
Ron has also been invited
to serve on a team of U.s. cave research scientists which will
be visiting The People's Republic of China and lecturing in their
university system.

KARST

CENTER .••••• Bill Austin tells of an Economic Development Agency grant of
$25,000 to the city of Horse Cave to assist with preliminary
studies on the proposed Cave and Karst Center.
This grant will
be matched by $25.DOO in local funds.
Russ Campbell, of FANTASTIC CAVERNS, has been named
of The American Cave Conservation Association which
the Karst center.

Treasurer
is developing

NEW BROCHURE •••••• ZANE CAVERNS' brochure has been redesigned for 1987 to include
a color shot of one of their outstanding formations.
IN PRINT

"Exploring Blanchard Springs
Living, including pictures.

Caverns"

in the May 1987 Southern

"Rio Carnuy Cave, Puerto Rico - Open to the Public", an article
by Russell and Jeanne Gurnee, in the May 1987 NSS NEWS.
IIHow To Find Lost Caves", an article by Russell Gurnee
various sources from which information can be gleaned,
No.3,
Journal of Spelean History.

outlining
in Vol. 20,

REGISTRY ••..•••••• On April 30th, FANTASTIC CAVERNS was named to the Nature Conservancy's
Natural Areas Registry.
FANTASTIC CAVERNS provides habitat for
the Ozark Cavefish, Amblyopsis rosae.
RESTORATION ••••••• Restoration of the Old Museum Buidling at ENDLESS CAVERNS is
now underway according to owner Martha D. Berdeaux.
The facility
will be used as a meeting place and for offices when fully restored.
EXPLORER

POST ..... Clara Heidemann, President and owner of NATURAL BRIDGE CAVERNS
in Texas recently chartered with the Alamo Area Council, Boy
Scouts of America, to form Explorer Post 298.
This post was
organized by Clara for young men and women ages 14 through 20
who are interested in High Adventure and Career opportunities.

VOLUNTEERS

ECONOMIC

According to Supt. Rick Smith, volunteers donated approximately
10,000 hours of work to CARLSBAD CAVERNS.
These volunteers come
from nearby, and from as far away as the State of Maine.
Some
stay only a few days, others spend months working at the park.
IMPACT •••January 1987
- as usual was very westher dependent.
Two Category
Als reported increases averaging 2.35%, two decreases averaging
20.30%, and five were closed for the season.
There were seven
Category B increases including a mammoth 587% one - excluding
this, the average was 36.16%.
Three Category B's had decreases
averaging 23.76%, and five were closed for the season.
Four
Category CiS reported increases for an average of 4.85%, three
had decreases averaging 18.20%, and one was closed for the season.
February 1987 - a very strong month, only one reported decrease
was received.
Four Category A's had increases averaging 18.88%,
no decreases.
Category Bls had two large increases and six "normal"
increases which averaged 30.51%. (Both huge increases were only
open a few days in 186, but were open virtually all month this
year.)
One Category B was closed for the season.

Six Category CIS had increases for an average of 41.6%.
There
was one decrease of 6%, and one break-even.
Some reports would
have been better had it not been for a fifteen inch Sunday snow.
EMPLOYEE

NEWSLETTERS
With the start of the 1987 Summer Season, we are again enjoying
receiving copies of the FANTASTIC CAVERNS employee newsletter - this
year copies of interesting historical articles are being included.
Ann Bandow sent the following from the CAVE OF THE MOUNDS "Guiding
Light":
"Hey Dad," commented a recent young visitor, "Why do
they always discover caves under gift shops?"

Jf you do a newsletter
about
INTERPRETIVE

for

your employees,

we'd enjoy hearing

it .....

ASSOCIATION
An Ozark Interpretive Association has been formed at
BLANCHARD SPRINGS CAVERNS and will work with the U. S. Forest
Service, starting in mid-June with a small bookstore in the corner
of the Visitors Center to offer information about caves, the
natural and human history of the Forest, and of stone County.
An interpretive association is a private, non-profit organization
that works in cooperation with the government to enhance visitors'
knowledge and enjoyment of an area through educational and interpretive
materials.

RADON ••••••••..... Bill Austin calls our attention to a Senate bill introducted
to quadruple spending - to $30 million over three years - to
fight radon, a cancer causing gas found in some homes, schools
and offices.
MOVIE ••..••••••••• At COSMIC CAVERNS, Randy Langhover has done a 20 minute movie
of the area geology and inside the caverns.
The staff at COSMIC
did all the work themselves and had it edited and background
music added in Fayetteville.
The movie is offered for sale in
their gift shop and Randy says everyone is pleased with it.
MUSEUM

AND SLIDE

snow

Jean and Blaze Cunningham call their CRYSTAL CAVE museum
the "Grotto" and display caving gear and geology information.
They have also put together a 15 minute slide show to be shown
to scheol groups befor~ entering the cave.

FUDGE CENTER ••••.. In April HOWE CAVERNS opened a new "Fudge Center".
Janette Van
Schaick says the fudge is made right on the premises, with 15
to 20 different varieties available.
Though still "off-season",
she says sales have been very encouraging.
PICTURES ••..•••••• At DeSOTO CAVERNS,
sold, along with a
$4.95.
Alan Mathis
of the school group
a press release is

pictures are taken of each tour.
These are
souvenir book, at the end of the tour for
says the greatest bonus is sending copies
pictures to their local papers - of course
included.

BAD TRADE-OFF ••... The enclosed light-saver article, sent to us by Bill Austin,
tells how those little discs work and the problems they can cause.

•

•

light-bulb savers:
not a bright idea
Alexander Emanuel saw an ad for
something called a light-bulb saver-a
device that promised to extend bulb
life and save energy-and ordered a
few. But Emanuel, a professor of elec.
lrical engineering at Worcester Polytechnic Institute (Worcester, Mass.),
had more in mind than saving energy.
A light-bulb saver, a silicon diode
in a disc.shaped casing, is aUnched
to a bulb's base inside the sockel.
Normally, power-line current flows
through a lamp in alternating directions. The diode lets current flow in
only one direction, reducing voltage
across the bulb by 30 percent,
Lowering voltage by that amount
cuts power consumption in half. And
it increases bulb life-theoretically
by
about 90 times. But Emanuel says it
also does other things that make the
trade-ofT unacceptable.
One problem: current flowing in
only one direction injects a component
of direct current into the household
AC supply, Large numbers of the diodes could generate a bias current
across transmission. line transformers,
shnrtening the life of such units. The
DC components can also corrode
ground electrodes. That can impair the
home's protection from lightning and
allow high voltage peaks that could
damage computers, VCRs, and other
electrical appliances.
Another problem: Lowering voltage
across the bulb lowers the temperature of the filament by about 750 degrees. "The filament is no longer white
hot; it's red hot," Emanuel !';ays.That
gives the light red hues. Furthermore,
the 50-percent cut in energy cuts the
light output by a whopping 70 percent.
To get back to the original light, you'd
have to add wattage until you were
actually using 30 percent more energy
than originally.
For these reasons, says Emanuel,
bulb savers just aren't worth it. 'And,
he points out, there are easier ways
to get the same results without the
problems. Long-life bulbs, for exam.
pie, rated at 1,000, 2,000, or even
5,000 hours, have heavier filaments
and sacrifice light output for longer
life-just
as bulb savers do. Also,
Emanuel suggesLc;,you can simply buy
a bulb rated for a higher voltage than
your power. line supplies. It will give
a dim light that will last for many
years-with
no problems. Emanuel's
paper in the IEEE Transactions re.
ceived the 1986 award for the be!';tpa.
per published in the engineering journal.-Dawn Stover
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